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Summer V2K: sinkholes and infrastructure
Dan Everson
Assistant Editor

W

hether walking up to school from
the student parking lot or driving
along Newbold Circle, St. Louis U. High
students (save the Class of ’11) likely noticed that their campus—for the first time
in several years—looked largely the same
as it did upon their departure in May.
But while Vision 2000 (V2K) has not
dramatically altered SLUH’s appearance in
the past few months, the project has made
quiet progress, specifically on the sinkhole
in the soccer/track stadium, plans for the
student life center, and finishing touches for
the new south field. President David Laughlin
described the most recent V2K developments
as primarily “infrastructure planning.”
The most obvious V2K work being done
is the sinkhole repairs in the soccer/track
stadium, which began Monday. Track team
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Soaring summer temps force school to adjust
Sports teams, Direction Days, cope with heat

Jim Margherio
Reporter

S

t. Louis U. High had to cope with a
stifling summer heat wave, causing
sports teams and direction days to take
special precautions.
From Aug. 6-19, two weeks straight,
all but three of the maximum temperatures
for St. Louis were over 95 degrees, with the
other three above 90 degrees.
Heat exhaustion and heat stroke (also
known as sunstroke) are both very real
threats. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration reports that as many
as 200 people die from heatstroke nationwide
every year. During years like this with sig-

nificant rises in temperature, the number of
likely deaths increases drastically to about
1,500 people.
St. Louis U. High Athletic Director Dick
Wehner is fully aware of the threat of hot
weather. Every year at the coaches’ meeting
before the school year, he shows a video
supplied by Gatorade underlining everything about heat exhaustion and heatstroke,
including what symptoms to look for, and
how to treat them. In addition, every coach
receives a copy of an American Red Cross
article outlining heat related illness.
Wehner said he was “very proud of how
(the coaches) have handled the situation.”
“Over the past few years,” he continued,
“the philosophy and the procedures, the

knowledge about hydration has changed
drastically.” No longer do players work
through their fatigue, or take proper hydration for granted. It was just four years ago
that cross country head coach Jim Linhares
convinced the administration to allow students to carry water bottles with them during
school hours.
“At first I wasn’t sure about it,” Wehner
explained, “but the more I read the more I
realized this was an essential thing.”
A welcome precaution taken by Wehner
on behalf of SLUH athletes is preparing Gatorade on days when the heat index passes 90
degrees. According to Wehner’s estimates, he
has been mixing about 40 gallons of Gatorade

see WEHNERADE, 15
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Kuensting’s melanoma reappears
Matt Bettonville
Core Staff

S

t. Louis U. High science teacher Steve
Kuensting received startling news six
years ago. Melanoma, the most severe
form of skin cancer, had formed on Kuensting’s face, forcing him to retire from
coaching SLUH C-team football because
of the specter of chemotherapy.
Further testing showed the initial
treatment for the condition was successful
and chemotherapy would not be required.
Kuensting was now medically cleared for
physical activity and jumped at the next
available opportunity to get out of the stands
and back on the sidelines. Now, after a long
term as offensive coordinator for C-team
football, culminating in last year’s MCC
championship, a recurrence of Kuensting’s
skin cancer has forced him off the sidelines
once again, this time for good.
This most recent bout came with a
growth on his left arm overlooked at first by

an oncologist. When a test confirmed that the
growth was skin cancer, Kuensting was left
with very limited coaching options.
“I decided, ‘I’ve got to get out of the
sun,’” Kuensting said. “I talked to Coach
(Gary) Kornfeld and told him ‘I just can’t
continue with football (because) by the very
nature of the sport it throws you out in the
heat and the sun.’”
Since his initial melanoma, Kuensting
has taken measures to protect himself from
sunlight, such as wearing his signature widebrimmed hat. However, his cancer’s recurrence caused him to realize that he needed
to get out of the sun completely. Continuing
to coach football would have meant wearing
long pants, long sleeved shirts, and hats at
all times to keep his skin shaded.
“If football was a winter sport, this
wouldn’t be an issue because I’d be fully
clothed,” Kuensting said.
This year in particular, with weeks at a
time of excessive heat warnings, Kuensting
felt he would be putting himself in danger

duct infection
Kevin Michniok
Reporter

S

ocial studies teacher Paul Michaelson
has recently had a bout with a virus in
his bile duct. ASC volunteer Mike Kroeker had filled teaching while Michaelson
was absent.
Three weeks ago, while driving to
Chicago, Ill., Michaelson experienced chest
pains as well as frequent vomiting. In Springfield, he went to the emergency room at a
local hospital where the doctors were at first
unsure of the cause of Michaelson’s pains.
He was then transferred to St. John’s Mercy
back in St. Louis. From there, he was sent
to Barnes-Jewish Hopsital to be examined
by specialists. During his stay of four nights
each at each of the three hospials, his fever
reached 105 F and above.
“The infection appears to be clearing
up,” said Michaelson. Although he didn’t
begin teaching until Tuesday, when he came
to school for part of the day, he feels confident
he will be back to full speed in a couple of
weeks.
Senior Elliot Gusdorf said, “Mr. Kroeker
was very knowledgeable and was able to keep
the class in check and hold good debates.”
by attempting to bear the heat while still
covering up. He said if he were to continue
to coach football, it would be inevitable that
his body would eventually reach its limit.
Kuensting felt it was better to get out of
coaching now than face passing out from
the heat and ending up in a hospital.
“He was an asset to the freshman program,” said head C-team football coach Tom
Wilson.
Fellow science teacher Kent Kershenski,
along with former SLUH football player
Chris Finney, ’02, have stepped up to fill
the void in the C-team football coaching
staff left by Kuensting’s retirement and the
departure of former coach Eric Jefferson,
who left SLUH this year for Ladue HortonWatkins High School. Finney will coordinate

see KUENSTING, 15
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Let’s Walk the Walk

Each year, the SLUH student body gathers in the gym to listen to
STUCO members and administrators speak. For many sophomores,
juniors, and seniors (and probably some freshmen), the meetings are
a “been there, done that” event, a good chance to sleep. The exact
opposite should happen: students should take the administration’s
message to heart, especially Mr. Clark’s.
Mr. Clark’s speech is always about respect. He asks students to
stop using language like “fag” or “retarded.” He tells them to pick
up trash in the corridors, because the SLUH janitors are not maids,
and to respect the girls in attendance at the Back-to-School mixer.
He clinches all this with one of his favorite sayings: “If you’re going
to talk the talk, you have to walk the walk.”
If you think Mr. Clark gives the same speech every year because
there’s a 45-minute assembly period to fill, think again. Mr. Clark

knows that too often, SLUH students think their school’s reputation gives them carte blanche to act as they will. That their school’s
200-year-old history gives them unimpeachable respectability. Mr.
Clark also knows that this simply isn’t true.
Tonight’s mixer provides a perfect opportunity for students
to meet Mr. Clark’s challenge. Girls will be coming onto campus
as our guests, and we should treat them with respect. This means
something as simple as opening a door for a girl, as subtle as using
respectful language, or as shocking (at least to the faculty chaperones)
as refraining from suggestive dancing that objectifies our guests.
So wake up, and start picking up trash in the halls. Watch your
language; you never know who has a gay friend or a developmentally
disabled brother. Respect the girls at the mixer.
Oh, and tuck that shirt in.

Letters to the Editors

S T U C O d e c l i n e s DeLaria elaborates on
M o r a n ’s p r o p o s a l , “Bleed with Me” speech
encourages three R’s
To the editors:

To the editors:

On February 22, 2007, Mr. Richard Moran proposed a change in
parking at St. Louis University High that determined parking spot
based on the vehicle type. We, the Student Council, have made a
unanimous decision to not pursue Mr. Moran’s proposal. While we
understand that we are called to be men with and for others, we
believe that this is not a viable way to change the mindset of the
SLUH community towards an environmentally friendly attitude.
We would like, however, to encourage each and every member
of the SLUH community—students, faculty, staff, parents, families,
and alumni—to become more environmentally conscious. How can
you do that? Begin or continue to reduce, reuse, and recycle. Simple
ways are to carpool (reduce gasoline consumption), use that plastic
bottle of your drink of choice again by filling up and using it as a
water bottle (reuse), and when you’re finished with your aluminum
cans, your reused plastic bottle, and your schoolwork that is no
longer needed, put them in their respective recycling bins.
See how easily we can make a difference in our world? Just do
it—help make the world a better place.
The Student Council

C is for Cooooookieeee

The SLUH Mother’s Club will sponsor the annual Freshman
Mom’s Cookie sale on Wednesday, Sept. 5 and Thursday, Sept.
6. Homemade treats will be available during activity period and
lunch outside the cafeteria. Treats will be 50 cents a package.

Over the past few weeks, I have been approached by classmates
and faculty alike complimenting me on the reflection I gave for our
theme this year, “Bleed with me.” After some deep reflection and
prayer over how I should respond to such comments, I came to a
conclusion. Some of you have already heard what I say. I will tell
you, “Thanks, but put it into action.”
What does that mean? The response to God’s call of to “Bleed
with Me” shouldn’t be just a “Nice job,” but rather to show that
the message did touch you. I challenge you now to act on it. We
talked about the crucifixion and how it tied into the theme. We tried
contemplating what the crucifixion was like. Contemplation is an
Ignatian principle.
So I challenge you to contemplate scripture, but more importantly your daily life. Also, we tied into the crucifixion that God’s
mission for us is to “Bleed with the poor.” I challenge you to try
CSP this year. If you are already involved, great, and if you can’t
do community service here, get involved in your local community,
or look into the class service days. I challenge you to go to the CSP
office and ask someone for help. Look over the possible projects you
would like to do and pray about what project(s) you are being called
to. A great way to make a project enjoyable is to grab a buddy and
together pick a project. After you have picked one, commit yourself
to immersing yourself into that project.
Take the time to get to know the people you are serving and
working with, learn their names, and learn their stories. Be open to the
experience and share your own story. Begin to develop a relationship
with these people, and you will see the power of the spirit at work.

—Volume 72 Editors: Jim Santel, Dan Everson, Brian Bettonville, Brad Tharpe—

see DeLARIA, 4
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Volume 72 Platform

s the student-run newspaper of St.
Louis University High School, the
Prep News is a weekly publication that
strives to inform the SLUH community
about events and people, with its focus on
those pertaining to the school, primarily
through the written word.
The Prep News is neither the voice of
the administration nor the students. Rather,
the newspaper serves to gather and distribute
information for the entire school. The Prep
News editors and staff members make every
effort to be objective in their news coverage
and editing.
The organizational structure of the Prep
News differs slightly from that of recent years.
This year the Prep News has one editor in
chief, one assistant editor, one sports editor,
and one features editor. The members of
the editorial staff are co-workers and share
equally the duties of writing, copy-editing,
layout, and staff management. All of the
editors share responsibility and leadership

T

of the paper. The editors are supported by
a core staff of regular reporters, who are
frequently underclassmen.
It is the role of the editors to seek out
and facilitate the reporting of all significant
news at SLUH. While any faculty member
or student is welcome to submit suggestions
for potential articles, the Prep News is never
obligated to publish any article idea; the editors reserve the right to deem any potential
article un-newsworthy and retain it from
publication for this or any other reason.
Our primary emphasis as editors of the
Prep News is upon clear and accurate writing
and careful editing. But we do attempt to include some visual expression—photography,
drawing, technical aids, etc.—in every issue.
Despite our desire to make the paper visually
appealing, we commit ourselves not to allow
form to supersede substance.
The Prep News strongly encourages
underclassman involvement, and our office
on the second floor of the Jesuit Wing, room

Volume 72 Editorial
Policy

he Volume LXXI Prep News editorial
policy serves the purpose of being the
vehicle of the personal opinion, whether
from students, faculty, or others wishing
to voice an opinion. All topics discussed
in the section will be related to St. Louis
University High School.
Nothing published either as an editorial
or as a letter to the editor should be considered
the opinion of the school, the administration,
or anyone other than its author or authors.
A Prep News editorial is the opinion
of all four editors on a particular topic. In
their writing, the editors will make a strong
attempt to express their views in a clear and
accurate fashion.
A commentary is defined as an opinion
of one member of the Prep News staff, not
of the Prep News itself.
Every member of the SLUH community
is welcomed and encouraged to submit a letter
to the editors. Every letter received by the

editors will be read and given consideration.
All letters must be signed, but the author’s
name may be withheld from publication by
request and at the discretion of the editors.
The Prep News editors reserve the right
to edit any submissions for publication in
order to meet grammatical standards, but
they will not skew the author’s original
intent. Also, the editors reserve the right to
withhold from publication any submission
if it is deemed vulgar, tasteless, or otherwise
inappropriate.
All authors wishing to have letters
published must submit them by 4:00 p.m.
the Wednesday before the letter is to be
published.
Letters can be given to any Prep News
editor or moderator. In addition, letters can
be mailed to the Prep News courtesy of St.
Louis University High School, 4970 Oakland, St. Louis, MO 63110, or e-mailed to
prepnews@sluh.org
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J220, is always open for involvement, criticism, praise, or suggestions. Without student
reaction and feedback, the Prep News could
not function.
If the Prep News is inaccurate, we will
try to correct any significant error in the
following issue.
Furthermore, the editors assume sole
responsibility for the text of news and sports
articles, features, and editorials. We encourage faculty or students who take issue with
the manner in which the news was reported
or find an error to bring it to the attention of
the editors, not the individual reporters.
This is the platform of the editors of
Volume LXXI of the Prep News.

The Classifieds

One mint condition Three Stooges
poster. Features the Stooges in their
golfing outfits, with caption: “Golf
With Your Friends.” Asking price:
$1.00. See Jim Santel in the Prep
News office.

DELARIA

(from 3)
When you finish your project, take the time
to contemplate what happened. I encourage
you to reflect on the experience, and in the
CSP office we will have copies of a series
of reflection questions to ask yourself.
Pray about that experience, and even
though that experience is over, never forget
that person and what you learned. Maybe
write down in a journal the people who you
served. Then to stay connected with that
person contemplate what they may be doing.
Reflect and remember the time you shared
together, and then try putting yourself in their
shoes.
Then finally, continue to offer up these
experiences to God, be open to his will, and
invite him into your life. So to truly show that
the message of “Bleed with Me” did impact
you, consider one of these challenges among
other things in your life.
Brett DeLaria

Sports



Fútbolbills crush O’Fallon 4-0
August 31, 2007
Mike Ferrell
Reporter

T

he Saint Louis U. High soccer team
opened their season in style on their
home turf on Tuesday evening. Wearing a
new set of white Manchester United-esque
uniforms, the Jr. Bills were ready to take
on the Panthers from O’Fallon, Ill.
The Soccerbills started quickly, working
the ball around the O’Fallon side. After two
near misses by junior forward Brian Schultz,
junior midfielder Nick Maglasang was fouled
just outside the O’Fallon box.
Forward Jack Twellman reared back
to take the free kick and fired a shot just
over the O’Fallon wall and watched as it
clanked off the crossbar and was cleared
out by a Panther defender. Twellman soon
had another chance as he chipped the ball
over the O’Fallon goalkeeper, but a diving
O’Fallon defender cleared the ball.
SLUH continued to control the possession, but the team needed a boost on offense.
Right on cue, Billiam Wallace and the Blue
Crew showed up. Just after their arrival, the

Bills struck first.
stitutes in, including freshman star Richie
As the Panthers crossed midfield on the Hoffman, the squad’s only underclassman.
right wing, defender Kevin Moore stole the
Goalie Luis Soffner recorded the shutball from an O’Fallon forout with solid defensive help
ward and made a quick pass
from Chris Haffner, Quinn
to forward Erik Carretero in
Ottwell, Kevin Smith, and
the middle. Carretero lofted
Kevin Moore, who did not
the ball down the right wing
allow a single shot on goal.
to Twellman, who crossed
After the game, head coach
the ball to Maglasang in the
Charlie Martel beamed about
middle. Maglasang got off a
his squad, ranked No. 1 in the
shot that beat the O’Fallon
area by the St. Louis Postgoalie and gave SLUH a 1- 0
Dispatch.
lead.
“I told them before the
Carretero made it a
game, ‘You guys are going
two-goal lead for SLUH just
to be sloppy, and that’s okay.’
midfielder Richie Hoffman
before halftime on a free Freshman
And yeah, we started out a
sends a cross into the box from the
kick from the left side that
little
slow, but we picked it
right wing Tuesday night.
he placed just inside the left
up. This team works so hard.
post. SLUH went into halftime with a 2-0 They play great defense, and they never quit.
lead.
I’m definitely pleased with the result we got
SLUH continued dominating in the tonight,” Martel said.
second half and padded their lead with a
The Futbólbills will look to build off
breakaway goal from forward Kevin Steitz this win as they head to Oerter Park tonight
and a goal by Twellman deflected off an O’ to face off against the Gibault Hawks. Game
Fallon player. The Bills worked their sub- time is 7:00 p.m.
photo by dan everson

Football ready for 2007 season
Brendan Akos
Reporter

T

he Jr. Bill football team will attempt
to regroup after a heartbreaking loss
in the playoffs last year.
The offense returns a core of talented
and explosive players and should continue
its success this year. The Jr. Bills return with
Ronnie Wingo and Drew Blackmon, who
led the rushing attack last year. On the other
side of the ball, quarterback John Swanston
and wide receiver Eric Devlin will lead the
air attack. Ben Evans returns to solidify the
offensive line.
While the offense returns many key players, the defense needs to collect themselves
after losing important playmakers Tyler
Caldwell, Dave Eagleton, Niko Mafuli, and
Willie Shipp. Matt Rice will return to lead the
defensive line with Matt Miller behind him
playing linebacker. Blackmon, playing on
both offense and defense, will help the team
with his experience at corner. Junior Nikko
Sansone and sophomore Griffin Lowry are
stepping up into their roles at the defensive

back positions.
Head Coach Gary Kornfield is excited
for the new-look defense this year. “Kids have
worked hard in practice…they know their
assignments. We’re excited to see how they
do when we turn the lights on,” he said.
There is no question of this team’s talent. The only question is whether or not this
team will reach its full potential.

From the
PN Archives

“You might have noticed if you went
into the rec room to play pool or buy
a Pepsi or purchase some nibs—you might
have looked at it with passing indifference of
scientific curiosity--or you might have gaped at it
with abject horror because of the defiling of the
sacrosanct freshman altar. Wallball is gone!
The game of our forefathers is no more,
so I will attempt at eulogy.”
—Vol. LVII, No. 32,
May 14, 1993

SLUH Curiosities: Thursday Night Football

Ever wonder why the first varsity football game of the year takes place on a Thursday
instead of the usual Friday? On and off for the past ten years, depending on the opponent,
St. Louis U. High has moved the game day back one day to attract widespread attention
to the school.
“Having the opener on a Thursday makes SLUH, at least from a football standpoint,
one of the focal points of the night, as well as bringing publicity to the program. Also,
scheduling the game for six allows some parents to come from work while also allowing
students to be home and doing what they need to do by 8:30,” says Athletic Director
Dick Wehner.
Contrary to popular belief, the first game is not moved back a day to accommodate
the SLUH Back-to-School Mixer. Other opponents that have agreed to playing on
Thursday include Riverview and Cape Girardeau.
~Kingsley Uwalaka
see SOCCER, 13
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Souza: game, set, champ Meyer takes
soccer skill to
South Korea
A
Andrew Nelson
Reporter

fter a difficult loss to Parkway Central in the finals of last year’s sectionals, the Tennisbills’ A.J. Koller, Abe
Souza, Andrew Vatterott ’07, and Andrew
Nelson traveled to Springfield with high
hopes for the state tennis individual championships.
The day started with doubles team Vatterott and Nelson playing a very talented
team from Rockhurst High School in the
first round.
The Hawklets quickly defeated the Jr.
Bills and easily glided their way on to the
first place podium, losing only ten games in
four matches.
Hopes were higher for Koller, who
took his opponent to 4-4 in the first set but
could not close it out and lost the match,
4-6, 3-6. Meanwhile, Souza steamrolled his
opponents, losing only six games in his first
three matches.

The finals pitted Souza against Parkway Central’s Alex Sapot, who was the
only player last year to win more than four
games against Souza in a single match. Souza
took the first set 6-2 but found himself in
trouble, down 1-4 in the second.
After the change-over, Souza came out
swinging, breaking Sapot’s serve twice in a
row and also winning his own.
After tying the set score at 5-5, Souza
broke Sapot’s serve yet again and served
for the match. At 40-15, Souza ripped a
cross-court backhand. Sapot lunged for the
ball, but came up short, and the entire crowd
erupted in applause as Souza brought home
the state title for SLUH.
“It’s an unbelievable feeling,” Souza
reflected after the match. “I can’t even put
it into words right now. I’ve never been this
excited about winning a tennis match in my
entire life, and it means so much, especially
after the disappointment (of losing in the

see ROLAND GARROS, 13

Soccer opens as area No. 1
Jake Temme
Reporter

D

espite winning districts last season
and accumulating a sparkling 25-4
record, a loss to Chaminade in the state
sectional left the 2006 Jr. Bills soccer team
feeling frustrated. However, with a new
season arriving, the future looks bright as
many of the key players who helped propel the team last year return.
As forward Jack Twellman put it, “We’re
all pretty excited about this team. We have
all worked so hard over the off-season to
prepare ourselves and our goal is to win a
state championship.”
Defense: The Jr. Bills’ D is stacked from
top to bottom, even without Tommy Meyer,
who is competing with the U-17’s in South
Korea. The unit is led by fullbacks Quinn
Ottwell and Chris Haffner, who made the
switch from forward in order to provide depth
while Meyer is out, and goalie Luis Soffner,
a transfer from DeSmet who is seen as one of
the top keepers in the state. Returning seniors
Kevin Smith, Kevin Moore, and goalie Zane
Reifsteck will help ensure that the defense
remains one of the best in the area.

Midfield: An already deep unit that will
be led by returning starter David Ziegler,
who achieved a Metro honorable mention
for his play last year. The other starters, returning senior Brian Fetter and junior Nick
Maglasang, are both talented players who will
shine with the opportunity to play more this
upcoming season. Freshman Richie Hoffman
and junior John Merlo are also expected to
see a lot of time off the bench this season.
Attack: An incredibly talented unit
anchored by Twellman, who led the team
with 20 goals last season, and veterans Erik
Carretero and junior Brian Schultz, who each
contributed eight goals in the 2006 season.
Keep an eye out for Kevin Steitz, who can
dominate defenses with his size near the
goal and in the air, and junior Ryan Vincent,
hoping to improve on his excellent season
for B-team last year.
The 2007 Jr. Bills have the talent, drive,
and coaching to win the state championship.
But will the reigning champs from Chaminade, or any other of the quality MCC teams
be too much to handle? Only time will tell,
but everyone around the campus seems to
believe in the 2007 Jr. Bills.

Brad Tharpe
Sports Editor

W

alking off the soccer pitch in
Cheonan, South Korea last Sunday,
U.S. player #4 was most likely not thinking about the schoolwork that would be
awaiting him at St. Louis U. High.
Tommy Meyer, a West County native
from St. Catherine Laboure parish, has
been playing with the U.S. Under 17 Men’s
National Team (U-17 MNT) since 2004.
“It was just such a great opportunity, I
couldn’t pass it up,” said Meyer by e-mail
on Wednesday.
Although he opted not to reside with the
team after sophomore year, the U-17 MNT
pulled Meyer away from SLUH once again,
this time to compete in the Youth World Cup
in South Korea.
With a convincing 4-0 win over O’Fallon
on Tuesday, the Jr. Bill defense seems to be
doing just fine without Meyer.
“One of our goals this year is to not
give up any goals,” said Martel, “and once
we have Tommy back we’ll have an even
better shot at that (goal).”
Throughout the Cup, Meyer has contributed to the team’s effort. He earned assists
in a qualifying game against Jamaica and in
a group stage game against Tajikistan.
“It’s just a great feeling helping your
team win like that on such a huge stage,”
said Meyer.
Despite Meyer’s best efforts, however,
the U.S. team lost early yesterday morning
against Germany, 2-1.
Meyer’s soccer skills come from genetics as well as from training. Tommy’s dad,
Keith Meyer, starred for St. Mary’s in the
late 70’s, and helped the Indiana Hoosiers to
their first national soccer titles in 1982 and
1983.
Meyer was drawn to SLUH by academics as well as the soccer program, which won
state in 2003, Meyer’s 8th grade year.
With their loss, the U.S. U-17 team will
return home, and with them comes a young
man who can now begin thinking about the
mounds of schoolwork that awaits him.
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Harrierbills strive for strength, in numbers

“

Stephen Kuehner
Reporter

S

o you just run?” It is the question posed
to all cross country athletes when they
explain their sport to a non-runner.
“There’s a lot more to it,” the runner
says. “The opening sprint, the finishing
kick, popping up hills, and making a move
at the two-mile mark to pick up four more
places.” Most walk away from this exchange
still thinking of cross country as merely
running. Perhaps legendary distance runner
Steve Prefontaine came closest to expressing the difference when he stated, “I don’t
just go out there and run. I like to give
people watching something exciting.” This
afternoon, twenty-one members of the Saint
Louis U. High community will attempt that
very feat.
As they step up to the line, hearts thumping in anticipation of the starting gun’s report,
these athletes will also prepare to dazzle the
spectators with their performances.
“We’re definitely looking to work
more as more of a team,” says junior Austin
Cookson. “The last few years, we’ve been

Tim Dale
Reporter

B



more individual. We want to stick together
as best we can to score our best as a team,
not just individually.”
A pack of teammates crossing the finish
line together is a rare sight in high school
cross country, but the SLUH team has made
this objective their very aim. The team
website even declares 2007 “The year of the
pack!”
The junior varsity runners have set
their sights no lower. Team captain Stephen
Schumacher declared “a pack at the front”
as the goal of the JV team.
But such an ambitious goal is not easily
attained. A runner must put in hundreds of
miles in order to finish in the front of a junior
varsity race, and even more to accomplish
the same at the varsity level.
And the U. High team has done just
that.
After training all summer (some runners
totaling over 500 miles), team practices began
in early August. Despite the searing heat
and excessive humidity, the team never cut
the distance or eased the pace of a workout,
finding relief only in the promise of “Weh-

ner-ade” awaiting them upon their return to
SLUH.
Earlier this week, one practice prompted
junior Matt Kliethermes to claim, “Today
was an easy day. It was only 98 degrees and
I only had to go seven miles.”
With Saturday’s predicted high of only
87 degrees, the team appears to be in place
to make a strong showing at the First Capital
Invitational. Seniors Mike McCafferty, Chris
Murphy, and Dan Warner, juniors Austin
Cookson and David Kuciejczyk-Kernan, and
sophomores Bill Gabler and Ben Ford will
open up SLUH’s varsity season at 4:30 p.m.
at McNair Park in St. Charles. Another 14
runners will begin the junior varsity season
one hour later.
And they will not just run. They will give
the crowd something exciting to watch.

Heafner helped lead last year with fast times
and well-rounded abilities, so the Swimbills
will look all season to the new senior class
and the loaded junior class for new talent.
The Jr. Bills had their first meet of the
season Wednesday at Parkway South with
Jackson and Parkway South. SLUH outnumbered the other two teams with nearly 70
swimmers and divers on the team. Though
the other two teams were relatively small,
they were also packed with talent. Every
finish was close, whether for first place or
fifth.
A couple of races ended in state qualification times for SLUH. The medley relay
team of juniors Trent Going, Pat Nugent, Will
Derdeyn, and co-captain Tim Dale finished
first with a state time of 1:45.32. Derdeyn also
qualified for state in the 200-yard individual
medley with a time of 2:06.33.
Going barely missed state with a strong
swim in the 100 backstroke, and co-captain
Mike Sizemore swam a beastly 100 freestyle,
which came down to the last couple of feet
where he was barely touched out.
Diving was solid as usual. Junior Mick

Dell’Orco was wowing the crowd with his
mid-air acrobatics, and had a solid set until the
very last dive. Junior Ryan Berger also blew
the spectators minds with his tight twists and
fast flips. Sophomore Collin McCabe also
contributed with his mid-air contortions.
Commented head coach Fritz Long,
“The first meet went great. We came out with
a win, and we got to have a lot of exhibition
races to get all the guys swimming. There
were a few surprises which, for me, were a
lot of fun to watch, but more importantly, I
really liked watching the team come together.
Everyone was cheering along the side of the
pool; we definitely made the most noise on
the pool deck. I’m really excited for the rest
of this season because this team has some
spirit.”

PN Quip
Of the Week:

“I not only teach The Odyssey—
I drive it.”
~Mr. Kovarik~

Swimmers swelter in practice, shine at meet

eing a swimmer at St. Louis U. High
means that you come to expect and
even love the odd mishaps and malfunctions of Forest Park Community College.
This year, the team was not let down. As
the swim team walked into Fopo for the
first time in early August, they immediately noticed something was a little off.
The air conditioner had broken in Forest
Park Community College, making dry-land
practice a sweaty mess.
“It’s really hot in here,” said junior
Michael O’Neill. “It’s 110 degrees outside
for the football players, but it’s 120 degrees
in here for us to swim.”
However, there are a couple of plusses
this year at Fopo. There will be new locker
rooms after construction is over, and the pool
actually had water in it for the first day of
practice.
The Speedobills were put into long,
hard practices right away to develop underclassman talent and help compensate for the
seniors lost last year. Jake Roeckle and Jim

Quote of the Week

“The United States is a land of free
speech. Nowhere is speech freer—not
even here where we sedulously cultivate
it even in its most repulsive form.”
~Winston Churchill~
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Koster, ’82, tries but fails to announce party switch at SLUH
Jim Santel
Editor in Chief

S

tate senator Chris Koster, ’82, used St.
Louis U. High as a backdrop on Aug.
1 to announce his move from the Republican Party to the Democrats, briefly placing
the school at the center of a minor political
controversy.
Koster, a likely candidate for state attorney general next year, wanted to speak on
SLUH property at the corner of Oakland Ave.
and the SLUH-Science Center driveway.
School administrators denied his request
because he supports embryonic stem cell
research, which the Catholic Church opposes.
President David Laughlin said he doesn’t
want to politically affiliate SLUH with any
party, and to his knowledge, Koster made
no attempt to contact the school before his
speech.
Koster instead spoke across the driveway
on public property, where television cameras
could capture the “Home of the Junior Bills”
sign on the back of the football scoreboard.
Two SLUH security golf carts were parked
in front of the brick “St. Louis University

High” sign, blocking it from the cameras.
Koster said he chose to speak in front
of his alma mater because of “my personal
fondness and love for the institution.”
Minutes after Koster’s speech, SLUH
placed a statement on its website that said,
“As a Catholic institution we strongly disagree with embryonic stem cell research.
SLUH does not support or endorse Mr.
Koster’s views. Mr. Koster made no arrangement with our school regarding the location
of his announcement.” The statement was
attributed to Laughlin.
Koster said he switched parties because
of what he perceives to be increasing radicalism among Republicans, citing differences
on issues like workers’ rights and stem cell
research.
“Today, Republican moderates are all
but extinct,” Koster said.
He said SLUH’s refusal to let him speak
on its property “underscores what I face in
the general assembly,” a reference to Republican opposition to many of the issues
Koster supports, including embryonic stem
cell research.

So long, Big Ed: Manker retires
after 27 years of service to SLUH
Brian Bettonville
Features Editor

T

he St. Louis U. High community will
be losing a Vietnam war veteran, the
baby-faced Ray Mann, the dastardly Black
Demon, the sometimes-crude Big Ed, and,
to a few theology students, a Southern
Baptist when Director of Maintenance
Services Ray Manker heads for retirement
after today.
Manker has had a long career at SLUH,
having begun his tenure here in June of 1981.
He was hired by former SLUH president and
current theology teacher Tom Cummings,
S.J.
“I interviewed 17 sophisticated candidates,” said Cummings, “and in walks
Ray the Man. I immediately liked him; we
clicked immediately. I thought for sure with
his (Southern Missouri) accent that he was

Baptist Fundamentalist, and I thought ‘Cummings, you’re crazy if you hire this man.’”
Cummings knew of Manker’s contracting work and realized he was a good match
for the position. After talking for a while
and realizing how much he liked Manker,
Cummings hired Manker on the spot.
“We’ve just had a ball together,” said
Cummings of his years with Manker.
“This place now is 270,000 square feet.
In those days, Ray ran the whole network with
four people,” Cummings said admiringly of
Manker.
Manker now, however, is very much
looking forward to retirement.
“I’m going to enjoy it, what time I have
left,” he said. “It may be 20 or 30 years, it
may be two. I’ve seen too many people, here,
work until they couldn’t walk any more or

see RAY MANN, 13
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Zilske fall leads to
shoulder surgery
Matt Bettonville
Core Staff

L

ibrarian Sharon Zilske was entering
St. Louis U. High on Monday, Aug. 13
to help prepare SLUH’s Robinson Library
for the school year when she tripped and
fell, injuring her right shoulder. Zilske’s
shoulder has necessitated her absence
from the first two weeks of school, but she
is scheduled to return Tuesday, Sept. 4.
Zilske lay where she fell for several
minutes, attempting to contact help on her
cell phone, but received no answer. Junior
Steve Sigman eventually found Zilske while
on his way to get some of the Gatorade. Sigman immediately came to Zilske’s aid. “She
had apparently tripped over a sidewalk crack
and hurt her shoulder so that she couldn’t get
up,” said Sigman.
Sigman helped Zilske stand up and
move to a bench. He then contacted school
nurse Scott Gilbert for medical assistance.
“I think he did a really good job with all of
it,” said Zilske of Sigman. “He stayed cool
and calm.”
Gilbert placed a sling on Zilske’s arm to
immobilize the affected shoulder, performing
an impressively accurate initial diagnosis,
according to Zilske. “He knew right off
what was wrong with me; he was just really
tremendous,” said Zilske. “If it hadn’t been
for him I’d be in a lot worse shape.”
Because the injury took place on school
grounds, Zilske was sent to Barnes Hospital
for an evaluation, in accordance with SLUH
regulations for such an injury. Zilske was
then sent to an emergency room at St. John’s
Hospital for initial treatment. She was later
referred to Dr. Chris Rothrock of the St.
Louis Orthopedic Institute, an orthopedic
surgeon who, according to Gilbert, sees a
lot of SLUH student injuries.
Zilske had fractured the humeral head
of her shoulder in four places, according to
Gilbert. Initially, doctors thought a shoulder
replacement would be necessary, but upon
further analysis, it was deemed sufficient to
insert a plate and several pins to hold the
head of Zilske’s humerus together while it
naturally heals itself. “To my understand-

see ZILSKE, 13
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Urban Challenge: Sifting Through Poverty

T

Brian Bettonville
Features Editor

en St. Louis U. High students threw jokes about carelessly
on the drive to the Archbishop Oscar Romero Center, though
the atmosphere of the trip would soon turn far away from carelessness. I didn’t know what to expect, as this was the inaugural
Urban Challenge trip for the SLUH community. We were on our
way to Camden, New Jersey, which was ranked the poorest city
in America by the U.S. Census Bureau in 2006.
The sights that first greeted us were those of Philadelphia and
of the “good” part of Camden, just across the bridge. However,
the upscale atmosphere of these cityscapes melted away, showing
a less-than-ideal city composed of boarded up buildings, dying
greenery, trash littered across the sidewalk, and seemingly aimlessly
wandering pedestrians.
Late July 1, my nine fellow seniors—Anthony Bess, James
Burke, Brett DeLaria, Tim Guntli, Ken Homan, Mike Huggins, Eric
Lampe, Mike Pimmel, and Josh Ritchey—and I arrived with fearless
leader math teacher George Mills at the retreat center to meet the
students from the other two Jesuit high schools, St. Xavier High
School in Cincinnati and St. Joseph’s Prep in Philadelphia. Over
the next five days, we went to a work site every morning and heard
speeches from leaders of charities every night with the exception
of Wednesday, when we enjoyed the Fourth of July in downtown
Philadelphia.
I was frozen with shock at Heart of Camden, an organization
helping to rehab the many houses that were rundown and unused.
The house we were sent to work on was littered with debris, much
of it dust and plaster from the walls, but with several very human
items, like clothing and soda bottles. While shoveling the debris with
my uncomfortable mask and goggles on, I began to grasp that this
had once been someone’s home, someone’s place of comfort. I was
about to dump my load into the trash when I realized that what I had
previously thought was a squared-off piece of plaster was actually
an old photo album settled among the dust, someone’s memories
about to be thrown out with the garbage. The image rocked me and
stayed on my mind the rest of the day.
I got a much more intimate view of the housing situation with
a tour of Camden. I saw the condition the city was in, learned its
history of corrupt mayors, and heard about what was going on to put
things right. Once again I was shocked at how quickly the neighborhood had turned from upscale to poverty-stricken. We were told
horrible stories, even of places that were seemingly nice. One such
story was told of a new housing unit we passed. It had previously
been a Chinese restaurant and a known front for drug dealing. The
restaurant was shut down, but not before a fatal gunfight in front of
the business with cops. During this gunfight, the school across the
street was having recess.
I worked with children exposed to this environment personally
at Project Rainbow. I somehow expected these children to be different than the upper and middle class children I taught to swim as a
swim instructor, but I was mistaken. There was a boy who seemed
overly violent and aggressive and a girl who seemed distant and lost



in thought about something that was over my head, but all the other
children were exactly the same as those I taught back home, happy
and ready to goof around, albeit in a different environment.
The activity that day was a field trip to a playground. When we
arrived, however, we discovered that there was broken glass covering most of the ground on which the children would be playing.
We had to limit them to the swings, where I was stationed to push
children, and one more play structure that was built for only about
three children at a time. The children spent most of their time waiting with very minimal playing, and shortly afterward we returned
to school. I was unable to stop myself from picturing these children
growing up, becoming so much like the environment around them,
desolate, empty and hostile. I felt mad on the trip back to the retreat
center, mad that these children had been pushed out of sight to make
way for a minor league baseball stadium and an aquarium for the
well off.
I was to meet Larry Falcon, the owner of Toviah Thrift Shop,
but more importantly, a man doing something about the situations
of children in the area, while helping organize his shop. Mr. Falcon,
a war veteran, told us true tales of heroism that had nothing to do
with fighting, tales of several kids he had taken in from the area. The
story that had the most impact on me, however, was of the young
girl helping Mr. Falcon around the shop. Mr. Falcon then gave us
a huge shock, revealing that the girl’s mother had prostituted her
at the age of 13 for drug money. Mr. Falcon had intervened in the
situation and we could now all see the fruits of his labor, the girl
smiling and forming a new, healthy relationship.
I realized that Larry DiPaul’s message from the tour was also
one of hope. He did not focus on the bad, but spent much time showing us renovated areas with new housing and parks that were safe
havens from drug dealers. I hopped out of the van with my head up
and with an excitement about what I could do with my newfound
motivation.
*****
We were told at the start of the retreat that if New Jersey was its
own country, it would be the richest in the world, wealthier even
than Luxembourg. Yet here was Camden, a wasteland rarely seen,
a place of poverty that the wealthy of the “country” don’t have to
think about. Unfortunately, I realized, we do have to think about it,
because Camden is not a surprising phenomenon. It requires little
effort to see pieces of Camden all around St. Louis. We cannot
remain behind the gates of SLUH and receive the pro-action messages of our CSP program, theology classes, and even Nickel and
Dimed with a deaf ear.
Instead of just settling for giving handouts at a couple drives a
year, students could be with the poverty-stricken, and get to know
them. From our summer reading book Nickel and Dimed we learned
that a Ph. D. makes no difference in a poverty stricken environment,
that people have a lot more in common than they are willing to admit. As it says on the Romero Center wall and as Student Council
Vice President of Pastoral Activities and fellow Urban Challenger
Brett DeLaria touched on in his speech to the school at the opening
meeting, “So you say you love the poor…NAME THEM.”
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School defines I-64 plans P l u r a d , ’ 0 7 ,
Peter Mackowiak
Core Staff

W

hile St. Louis U. High commuters
currently enjoy mild traffic and
road maps marred only by bridge and
ramp closures, SLUH has been making
plans to cope with the inevitable closure
of Interstate 64 (Highway 40).
For the rest of 2007, the only change that
will affect SLUH commuters will actually
help the situation: Kingshighway Blvd. will
gain one open lane in each direction when
construction switches from the west to the
east side of the bridge, according to New
I-64 public relations officer Linda Wilson.
However, on January 1, 2008, the heavy
construction will begin when Highway 40
is scheduled to close in both directions between I-170 and I-270. Anticipating delays
for students coming to school from the West
County area, SLUH has decided to implement an activity period-first schedule from
Jan. 3-17.
“We felt it would be a good idea to be
prepared (for potential delays),” said Principal Mary Schenkenberg. Schenkenberg also

cited the timing of the special schedule as
a plus – seniors will be out of school, and
exams (Jan. 9-11) can start later than the
usual 8:05 a.m.
Students weighed in on the schedule
adjustment. “I like the schedule how it is.
I’ve never had an activity period before, and
it’s nice to have a break in the middle of the
morning,” said freshman Killian Ferrell.
“I think (the schedule) will help the
people who live farthest from the school
… I’ll still get to school before homeroom
to do homework,” said sophomore John
Schneier.
The two-year operation will not only
inconvenience SLUH drivers but will also
deter drivers from establishments in Forest
Park South area, which is bordered by Highway 40, Highway 44, Hampton Avenue, and
Vandeventer Boulevard.
To alleviate the loss of customers, the
Missouri Department of Transportation
(MoDOT) has granted the Forest Park South
Developmental Corporation $41,000, which
will be used in part to increase the visibility of
establishments like SLUH with promotional

see AYE-64, 16

Porter recieves pacemaker
Kevin Casey
Core Staff

H

istory teacher and pastoral coordinator Joe Porter, 24, who underwent
surgery to receive a pacemaker on May
30 at DePaul Health Center. It turns out
Porter may have been too healthy for his
own good.
Porter, who helps coach SLUH’s crosscountry and track teams, is an active athlete
himself, running in several marathons a year.
It was a surprise, then, when he passed out
sitting in his seat during the Dauphin Players’ performances of The Zoo Story and The
American Dream last April 22.
“It really caught me off guard,” said
Porter. “I wasn’t expecting it.”
Feeling better, Porter did not go to a
hospital that night but scheduled a doctor’s
appointment for later that week, where he
underwent several tests. These included the
tilt table test, in which the patient’s blood
pressure and pulse are monitored while they
lie on a horizontal table. The table is then

tilted up so that the patient is in a standing
position, making the patient’s heart rate
speed up. While still in the vertical position
adrenaline is added to the patient in order to
speed up the heart rate even more.
“If you don’t pass out, you pass (the
test),” explained Porter. “Well I passed out
about 20 minutes into it, right as they were
getting ready to end the adrenaline. When
that happened I flat-lined for 38 seconds, so
that was obviously not good.” In other words,
Porter’s heart stopped for a little over half a
minute.
“Technically I guess I was dead,” said
Porter. “They were bringing a (defibrillator)
towards me, but I was never paddled. They
didn’t rip me open or do any of that kind of
stuff, but they were getting ready to.”
It was then decided that Porter should
get a pacemaker, an electronic device that
is able to either stimulate or steady one’s
heartbeat.
“I’m a little unique,” said Porter. “Most
people have it because their pulse gets too

see PORTER, 15

paints Greek
mural
in
junior hallway
Jim Santel
Editor in Chief

J

r. Bills now pass the likes of Plato,
Achilles, and Hercules on their odysseys through junior hallway thanks to Michael Plurad, ’07, who spent the summer
painting a mural depicting these and other
Greek figures.
The mural was Plurad’s final project
for his senior Classical Greek class. Four
of Plurad’s classmates chose to stencil a
Plato quote on the wall outside of the Greek
classroom, M216, so Plurad decided to paint
a mural around the quote, Greek teacher
Mary Lee McConaghy said. She said the
mural is the largest final project any of her
Greek students have done.
After completing the sketches and gaining administrative approval for the mural,
Plurad spent the larger part of the summer
(about 200 hours, McConaghy said) finishing
the piece, which he completed and signed on
Aug. 14. McConaghy gave Plurad an A-plus
based on his sketches and the commitment
he demonstrated, she said.
“It was an amazing commitment of time
and talent,” McConaghy said.
McConaghy said many past Greek
students have talked about a mural for their
final project, but Plurad was the first to follow through on the proposal.
The mural depicts both mythological and
historical Greek figures, including Perseus,
Jason, and Leonidas and his 300 Spartans.
“It’s just a stunning piece of art,” McConaghy said.
Photo by William Hartzler

The new Greek mural.
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Heumann, ’77, returns to SLUH

John Sachs
Reporter

teach his students to know themselves. “True
freedom comes from knowing oneself,” he
arl Heumann, S.J., a new addition said. He also wants his students to know the
to the St. Louis U. High faculty this reality of the world.
Heumann said
year, teaches sophthat SLUH “feels
omore theology and
friendlier” that when
a psychology eleche was a student and
tive. He came from
the cliques seemed
Regis Jesuit High
much more defined
School in Denver
and distinct during
over the summer.
his time. SLUH has
In addition to bealso changed a lot
ing a Jesuit priest,
physically.
Heumann is also a
In order to move,
SLUH alumnus.
Heumann first had to
SLUH is the
ask his Provincial if
biggest school that
he could move to
Fr. Heumann has
Saint Louis. The Protaught at, and he says
vincial then looked
that, so far, everyone
for any schools that
has been nice. Before
needed help. After
Regis, he taught at
St. John’s College in Father Carl Heumann, S.J., smiles from his desk in his of- meeting with the
fice, located off of the campus ministry department.
Provincial, he was
Belize. He has only
taught seniors or college level students since granted his transfer and is happy to be back
in St. Louis.
1985.
According to Heumann, he wants to

C
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Hecht takes theater tech job
Ben Ludwig
Reporter

A

ssistant Theater Technical Director
Justin Hecht first involved himself in
theater tech midway through his freshman
year in high school. Graduating from Belleville East in 2001, he moved on to SIUEdwardsville, where he became deeply
involved in the theater tech crew, and
worked in the Opera Theater at Webster
University for the summer of 2004.
After graduating from SIUE with a
major in theater and dance in the spring of
2006, Hecht went on to work at Spotlight
Productions in Chesterfield, MO. According
to Hecht, the job worked well for several
years until he heard from a number of friends
about an opening at St. Louis U. High on the
theater tech staff. He interviewed for the job
and now says he is happy to have the position.
Hecht plans to help demonstrate in Megan Morey’s theater tech classes, and hopes
to teach the SLUH tech crew “as much as
he can to provide them with knowledge for
a career.”
When asked about the upcoming play
Room Service, Hecht said, “It’s a funny play
that will go very well and work on a broad
spectrum.”
Hecht encourages all students to come
down and try out theater tech. “With such a
wide range of things to do, anyone can enjoy
it,” he said.

The SLUH varsity football team
dropped its season opener to
Parkway South last night, 20-14.
Despite a stellar game from junior tailback Ronnie Wingo, the
Footbills couldn’t push past the
Patriots. The team threatened
to score as time expired, but
a Parkway South interception
sealed the game.

New Faculty
12
Kathy
Chott
joins
sChriscBrennan
ience
department
Reporter

T

he departure of chemistry teacher
Eric Jefferson for Ladue Horton Watkins High during the summer left a void in
the St. Louis U. High science department.
This void was the perfect size for Kathy
Chott, who now teaches regular sophomore chemistry.
Chott was born in Dunkirk, N.Y., and
later attended college at the University of
Rochester.
Chott worked for Monsanto for nine
years as a chemist before departing the
laboratory to spend time with her family.
Before student teaching at Parkway West
High School last year and moving to SLUH,
Chott worked at the Grand Glaize branch of
the St. Louis County Library for four and a
half years. Chott heard of the SLUH opening

from her teaching supervisor at UMSL.
Of her first impressions of SLUH Chott
says, “I’ve been impressed with how willing
the boys are to learn and also very impressed
with how friendly and welcoming the community is.”
Chott, whose favorite element is atomic
number six carbon, said her main goal in
teaching chemistry at SLUH is “that the
students acquire a better appreciation for
the world.”

Join the Prep News, see the World
Want to help inform the SLUH community? Enjoy talking to a wide variety of
people? The Prep News wants you! We
need reporters, writers, fact checkers,
and artists to help make Volume 72 a
success. Come to the PN office on the
second floor J-Wing anytime.

Schraut checks into Library
Michael Baumer
Reporter

T

here is a new face in the Robinson Library at Saint Louis U. High. Library
Director Cortney Schraut will fill the position left vacant by Libby Moore, who
retired last spring. Schraut described her
job as “ordering books...managing databases...mostly general overseeing of the
library.”
Born in St. Louis, Schraut now lives in
Collinsville, Ill. After receiving a B.A. in
history from Southern Illinois UniversityEdwardsville, she attended the University
of Illinois and earned a Master’s degree in
Library Science. She went on to work for the
St. Louis County Library as a branch manager
before taking a job at Missouri College.
“ I’ve always wanted to work in a school
library,” Schraut said.
Overall, Schraut’s transition to her new
job has gone well. “I really like it here. I
am very impressed. The students are very
focused and some have even come to introduce themselves to me. I’m just thrilled to
be here.”
Schraut has no major changes planned
for the library but she has been looking into
new electronic databases for better research

opportunities. The library will be closing at
4:30 p.m., but Scraut said that that could
change if someone can supervise in the
evenings.
“My door is always open,” Schraut said.
“Just don’t be shy.”
Schraut welcomes anyone to come to her
office for help with anything in the library or
simply to discuss her favorite book, Charlotte
Brontë’s Jane Eyre.
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Picture of the Week
Photo by Dan Everson

Sophomore Andrew
Scheibe saves a soccer ball
from meeting its doom in
the looming sinkhole during B-soccer warmups on
Tuesday. Despite Scheibe’s
efforts, several wayward
shots made their way into
the void.
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ray mann
(from 8)
couldn’t do this anymore or couldn’t do that
anymore. I decided to get out while I’m still
healthy enough.”
Manker also lent a hand to a few theology classes during his time here. According
to Cummings, his Southern Missouri accent
made him perfect to play the role of a Baptist
Fundamentalist to oblivious students.
“This kid would say, ‘We know God
didn’t really create in seven days. The Jesuits
taught us that those are symbolic sections
of the Bible,’” Cummings said. Manker’s
response was certainly memorable for the
student: “Son, if you believe in that, you’re
goin’ straight to hell.”
Manker also became known for his work
for the Prep News under the name Big Ed.
According to Manker, the idea came after
reading a slanderous comment about women
in a letter to the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
His comments were “very, very chauvinistic,” according to Manker. In a Prep News
Valentine’s Day issue, Manker was given
his own section entitled “Big Ed’s Advice
to the Lovelorn.” Comments included “Dear
Confused and 17, Listen here, boy, I think
a more appropriate closing to your plea for
help would have been WHIPPED AND 17.”
This was possibly the tamest thing he said
in the segment.
Manker’s life was even more interesting
prior to joining the SLUH faculty. After a
friendly softball game, Manker met a friend
of his in a bar (or as he calls it, a “den of
iniquity”). His friend commented on his build
and asked him if he ever thought about professional wrestling. The result was seven years
of excellent wrestling and undefeated careers
of not one, but two wrestlers. However, for
the entirety of his wrestling career, Manker
maintained a day job as a subcontractor.
“When I started wrestling it was $15 an
hour, so you couldn’t make a living if you
wrestled seven nights a week,” Manker said
of the money situation.
Manker said a wrestler gets paid a
percent of the money made at the gate in
addition to a guaranteed amount of money
for the hype he produced. Manker started
wrestling as only Ray Mann, a nice guy
and a good wrestler. Manker’s promoter let
him in on a way to bring in more money: if
Manker had a second identity as a wrestler,
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he would get paid a larger guarantee. He
then assumed the guise that the promoter
himself formerly used before he was hurt,
a nefarious character going by the nom de
guerre the Black Demon.
The Black Demon gained an advantage
in the ring by cheating. He would throw illegal
substances in the opponents’ eyes or bring
out a chair to go at them with. He gained a
following by being a notorious villain, the
polar opposite of Ray Mann.
Thus Manker continued the double-life
for the rest of his wrestling career, fighting
off sticky situations as bad as being booked
to wrestle himself. According to Manker, he
fixed the promoter’s blunder by being taken
away in an ambulance as Ray Mann after
getting hurt and then walking a half block
back to the ring to make an appearance as
the Black Demon.
His stay in the wrestling world would
not last forever, however. He injured his knee
and denied exploratory surgery, deciding to
focus on a career elsewhere.
Manker never lost as the Black Demon
and only had “seven or eight falls” as Ray
Mann. He even was the Tri-state Heavyweight Champion.
“I was 248 pounds of rompin’ stompin’
death and destruction,” he said.
Manker was well prepared for the roughness of the ring after five years, 1964 to 1968,
of military experience in the Marine Corps
in the Vietnam War.
After the war, Manker found himself
with a close group of friends from the Marines. The group still has yearly reunions.
Manker said, “We’ve all watched each
other grow old and know each others’ wives
and children.”
Manker’s service to SLUH will not be
forgotten. There will be a $500 scholarship
given out at the Spring Thank You Maintenance Luncheon. According to Mother’s
Club president Ann Rice, alumni mother
Kathy Plurad mentioned the idea for the
award, and several Mother’s Club members
“jumped on the idea.”
The student who receives the award will
be involved in the work-study program and
will be determined by the maintenance staff
based on their set of criteria, to be determined
later.

ZILSKE

13

(from 8)
there is nothing artificial in her shoulder,”
Gilbert said.
“Along with that comes a tremendous
amount of pain.”
Gilbert said that such an injury immobilizes its victim, placing Zilske in a tight
spot.
Head Librarian Cortney Schraut said she
“really liked” Zilske from her first few days
working with her. “I’m going to enjoy working with her,” said Schraut, who will cover
the Robinson Library in Zilske’s absence
with help from fellow librarian and SLUH
mom Nancy Brand.
Zilske will wear a sling to isolate the
shoulder when she returns to work Sept. 4.
She will also participate in a progressive
physical therapy program for her injured
arm. “I think it’s going to be okay,” Zilske
said.
The extent of her long-term range of
motion will not be fully known for about six
months, according to Zilske. She does not
expect to regain a complete range of motion,
but she said she hopes her flexibility will be
sufficient to be able to live life as usual.
Zilske said that the injury came with
unfortunate timing having the school year
just weeks away. “I was so excited about this
year after everything that had happened last
year,” said Zilske. “I was ready for a new
school year so mine’s just starting a little
later than (the rest of the school).”
“I miss all (the students) and I’ll be back
as soon as possible,” said Zilske. In addition
to Sigman and Gilbert, Zilske would like
to extend a special thanks to social studies
teacher Joe Porter for his patience in helping
to transport her in her time of need.

roland garros

(from 6)
last year. I would have been confident going
three sets, but I really wanted to finish the
season without the loss of a set. It’s a feat that
I don’t believe has been accomplished that
much except by Blake Strode, and I really
wanted to match that.”
    Tennis Coach Dennis Dougan said, “For
me, it was great to see Abe get the individual
championship, especially after all the hard
work he has done.”
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SINKHOLE

(from 1)
of the repair bill. Rankin estimated that the
sinkhole will be completely fixed by midOctober.
Rankin explained that the first step to
repair the sinkhole was excavation of the site,
completed by Byrne and Jones Construction
Co. Following the excavation, Byrne and
Jones workers filled the hole with one inch
minus—a sand and rock mixture that was
compacted in the hole. Rankin said he hopes
that Byrne and Jones will be completely
finished with its part of the repair by the
middle of next week.
Drilling Service Co. will continue the
repair next week, boring about 32 holes of
three-inch diameter to pour grout, a mixture
of cement and sand into the sinkhole site.
This grout will expand and serve to hold the
underground surface together.
Byrne and Jones will then replace the
curbs that line the track and the blacktop that
sits under the track surface. Once the blacktop has cured for about two weeks, DeFargo
Sports Services will replace the actual track
surface, finishing the repair process.
This sinkhole is the largest of the nine to
develop over the course of the V2K project.
Possible reasons for the swarm of sinkholes
include SLUH’s location over the River Des
Peres and on former mining territory.
Whatever its origin, the plague of sinkholes raises questions of how many more will
be found, where they might be, and what
SLUH can do to prevent further damage.
Laughlin cited the football field’s
longevity as reason to believe that the
field—along with the other parts of campus
that have been around for years—probably
is safe.
But Laughlin added, “Do you never say
never on anything like (a sinkhole)? I’m not
sure I’d even say that for my own house.”
“The school could spend another million
dollars,” Rankin said, “trying to fix what we
think might be potential holes. But you can’t
chase your tail in that situation.”
“I don’t think we sit back and worry
about (potential sinkholes) a terrific deal,”
Laughlin said. “I think that’s something
unique out there (in the region of the new
stadiums) that we hope to have resolved.”
One area of V2K expansion that has
avoided any run-ins with sinkholes is the
south field, the large recreational green

space adjacent to the soccer/track stadium.
The field, like the sinkhole repair, should
be completed around mid-October, Rankin
said.
Rankin explained that the field’s irrigation system will be completed this week,
and sodding will be finished some time next
week.
The two final work stages for the south
field will be the filling in of the surface—
called “top dressing”—by Munie Greencare
Professionals, Inc. and the completion of the
pole vault and discus areas. DeFargo will
complete those pieces of the field once they
have finished restoring the track.
“The field looks ready,” Rankin said,
“but it’s unsafe, really, because of the different areas where young men could twist
their ankles—that kind of stuff. And we don’t
want that to be happening.”
As work on the south field concludes,
plans for the student life center, which will
sit next-door to the field, continue to move
forward.
Laughlin said that no specific plans for
what the student life center will contain are
in place, but he noted that plans will adhere
to the major content pieces outlined in the
original V2K plan: new student commons
and cafeteria space, additional gym space,
and new areas for clubs and activities.
“We’ve been doing a lot of schematic
design discussions (with contractor BSI and
architect Hastings and Chivetta),” Laughlin
said, “about what we might include in various
components of (the life center).”
The administration has also continued
its consideration of making the life center
a “green building,” meaning its construction, architecture, and operation would be
environmentally friendly. Laughlin said
discussions of including LEED-certified
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) components in the new structure
are ongoing.
In fact, he and principal Mary Schenkenberg met with a LEED certification and green
building expert over the summer in order to
educate themselves on issues involved with
green building.
Laughlin said that he learned over
the summer that one procedure SLUH has
used in previous construction is a technique
that could be used to meet a component of

LEED standards. SLUH has tried to reduce
the amount of earth it moves in and out of
the campus, instead moving components of
earth within campus as much as possible.
Still, Laughlin could not be certain to
what extent green building techniques will
play in student life center construction.
“In terms of calling it a ‘green building,’” Laughlin said, “we haven’t gotten to
that level of detail at this point.”
Physically speaking, SLUH had subsurface drilling performed on the future
site of the life center, in order to explore
the foundation system. While such drilling
can detect potential sinkholes, Laughlin said
SLUH drilled “not (just) because … we’ve
had sinkholes. Any construction that you
do,” he continued, “you need to know what
your foundation systems need to be, and a
part of that is to do borings to understand
what the subsurface conditions are. I think
that’s pretty standard.”
As well, SLUH completed sewer work
along the south edge of the south field and
the future student life center site. The work
adapted the sewer lines—once residential—for use with the new life center.
SLUH also worked with Ameren UE to
begin electric planning for the life center.
Several small developments in V2K also
took place over the summer. SLUH purchased
an old Union Pacific railroad line that runs
along the south edge of the recreational field
and stadiums. The school hopes eventually to
take advantage of this purchase by creating
a new access point to the student parking lot
via Manchester Ave. and East Rd.

Food Drive

The annual SLUH CSP (Community
Service Program) food drive begins today,
Friday August 31, and ends Monday, September 10. Donations should be brought
to homeroom during the drive. A list of
suggestions can be found on the bulletin
board outside the cafeteria and in each
homeroom. For more information, see
Mrs. Rockers in the pastoral office.
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Porter

(from 10)
high, and so it needs to slow down.” Since
Porter was in such good shape, though, his
resting heart rate would get so low that his
heart would stop, which is why he fainted
sitting down.
Porter then went through surgery to have
the pacemaker implanted right underneath
the skin on the right side of his chest, with
two wires connecting it to his heart. The
wires are permanent, but the machine will
be replaced every ten years.
Should Porter’s heart rate drop below
40 beats per minute, the pacemaker will kick
in to speed the heart up. Before getting the

Kuensting

(from 2)
this year’s defense, while Kershenski will
tackle Kuensting’s job with the offense.
Other possibly cancerous growths that
were removed for studies included spots on
Kuensting’s right arm and left forearm. Kuensting said he couldn’t ignore the problem of
skin cancer “popping up” almost regularly.
“I can hardly keep up with them,” He
said.
With no family history of skin cancer,
Kuensting said he blames a lifetime in the
sun for his outbreak.
“I am a person (who) loves the outdoors.
I’ve been out in the sun all my life,” Kuensting said.
In his young adult years, Kuensting cut
lawns for a living, sometimes undertaking
up to 15 lawns in a single summer, he said.
He also ran track for several years and has
been coaching football since he completed
college.

WEHNERADE
(from 1)

a day for athletes to drink after practice.
“Wehnerade,” as it has affectionately been
dubbed, has quickly become the most popular
and sought after beverage at SLUH.
School nurse Scott Gilbert echoed
Mr. Wehner’s praise of the coaching staff,
saying that they have done a “superb job
handling the weather.” Aside from isolated
cases of students suffering from exhaustion
during practices, he reports that there have
been no problems. Gilbert also stressed the
importance of hydrating all day long, before
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pacemaker, Porter’s average resting heart rate
was in the low 40’s and high 30’s, whereas
the average person’s pulse is in the 60 to 100
range.
As for the limitations of having a pacemaker, Porter does not see many. He is not
supposed to be around large magnetic fields,
such as those emitted by slot machines, or
participate in contact sports, use a power tool,
or weld. There has only been one instance
where he felt the device begin to work funny:
when Porter was helping a friend jump-start
a car.
Since the surgery, though, Porter has
slowly gotten back to running. “I’m back to

running around a little bit with the (SLUH
cross-country) team here and there, running
on my own,” he said. “I’m not in the same
fitness that I was in when I was running the
marathons. I kind of hope to get back there,
but (I’m) just not there yet.” Whereas Porter
used to average 90 miles per week prior to
his surgery, he now only runs about 50 to
60.
Porter does believe getting the pacemaker has helped him to appreciate running
more, that it has made the sport more fun.
According to him, “I’m back to enjoying
it.”

“Ultimately it’s not just football now,
it’s all the past sun exposure I’ve had,”
Kuensting said. “I’m paying for (it) now and
any more I get is just really (decreasing) my
longevity.”
Kuensting is still very active in his life
and his work. He is as upbeat and energetic
as ever and still spends much time outdoors,
except he is now forced to shade his skin from
sun exposure. His other outdoor activities,
such as backpacking, place him in environments where being fully clothed is not only
bearable but also usually necessitated by the
weather.
Most of Kuensting’s frequent outdoor
excursions include leading the science club
and venture crew on hikes, working around
the house, and teaching a new course this
year, Field Biology, which, as the name
suggests, often lands him outside.
“I tend to be most active in times when

the weather allows me to be fully (clothed)
and not pass out from heat,” said Kuensting.

and after practice. The Institute of Medicine
advises that men consume roughly 3.0 liters
of total beverages a day and women consume
2.2 liters of total beverages a day.
However, while athletes must be careful to consume enough water to replace the
fluids they have lost, it is just as dangerous
to drink too much water as opposed to too
little. Hyperhydration is a deadly condition,
usually brought about by drinking massive
amounts of water in a very short time. If water
enters the body more quickly than it is being
removed, fluids are diluted and the body’s
balance of electrolytes is upset. Regulating

water intake and adding a sports drink to
one’s diet is a preventative measure.
Coaches have made the appropriate
changes to practices to ensure that athletes
do not get overheated. Soccer players get
“many, many, many water breaks,” said
soccer coach Charlie Martel, who said that
these have been “the hottest three weeks of
my fifteen years.”
Thanks to the coaches’ efforts, soccer
practices have been “going very well,”
said senior Jack Twellman. “Tryouts were
switched to the morning, at 7:00, and we’ve

Father’s Club Meeting
Attention all SLUH Dads:
You are invited to attend the opening
Fathers’ Club meeting on Tuesday,
September 4th, at 6 p.m. in the Danis
Lobby. Beer and brats will be served;
please R.S.V.P. to leinauer@sluh.org if
you are planning on attending. This is
your one opportunity to sign up to help at
various SLUH events and service projects
throughout the year. Don’t miss this fun
event to kick-off the school year and meet
other dads!
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by Matt Bettonville 			

Friday, August 31

Schedule R
Back to School Mixer, 7-10pm
SOC @ Oerter Park vs. Gibault 7pm
JV-SOC @ Ritenour Tourney, 4pm
B-SOC @ Oerter Park vs. Gibault,
5:30pm
V, JV-XC @ First Capitol Invitational (at
McNair Park) 4:30pm
Tator Tots, Chicken Parmesan Sandwich

Saturday, September 1

Diversity Family Night 4-6pm
SOC vs. Brebeuf Jesuit-Indiana 12pm
V, JV-XC @ Washington University Invitational (at Forest Park) 11am

Monday, September 3

No Classes
Labor Day
B-SOC @ Chaminade Tourney vs.
Vianney, 10:30am

Mercury Rising

(from 15)
been getting plenty of water breaks, staying
hydrated.”
Senior Sam Burton shares Twellman’s
optimism. “At (football) practice, we haven’t
been wearing full pads, we’ve been having
more water breaks, carrying water jugs is
mandatory.” In addition, football tryout times
were altered as well. “We’ve been doing twoa-days, and so the afternoon session is in the
gym, doing technical stuff, and talks.”
However, everyone is succeptible to
heat exhaustion, not only athletes. During
freshmen Direction Days, which took place
Aug. 11-13, students were working outside
in some of the summer’s worst conditions.
Freshman moderator and senior advisor
director Tim Curdt mandated water breaks
during the day, and kept students in the pool
for most of the afternoon, cancelling bashball
on several days.
Nevertheless, math teacher Dan See,
who was working outside all three days, felt
the effects of heat exhaustion Aug. 12.

Calendar					

August 31, 2007
Aug. 31-Sept.7

Tuesday, September 4

Thursday, September 6

Wednesday, September 5

Friday, September 7

Schedule R
Father’s Club Meeting 6pm
Pax Christian Global Warming Fast
SOC @ CBC Tourney vs. Vianney 5pm
B-SOC @ Chaminade Tourney vs.
Chaminade 5:15pm
C-SOC vs. DeSmet 4:15pm
Cookies, Chicken Rings and Fries
Schedule R
Fresh. English Tutorial
Fresh. Mom’s Cookie Sale
Activities Fair
Parents’ Back To School Night
B-SOC vs. CBC (Chaminade Tourney @
SLUH) 5:15pm
SW vs. Clayton/Cape Notre Dame 4pm
C-XC vs. DeSmet and CBC 4:30
Bosco Sticks, Papa John’s Pizza

“I just wasn’t paying attention” he said.
Driving home Wednesday, he started to feel
dizzy and lightheaded. Being preoccupied
with ensuring that students were doing what
they were supposed to, he neglected to take
care of himself.
“I laid down for awhile that evening and
I felt better after a while,” See said.
Symptoms to watch for while active
outside are: headaches, dizziness, nausea,
pale skin, and eventually chills. Heat stroke,
which is very serious, generally manifests
itself in hot, red skin, rapid pulse and breathing, lightheadedness, and feeling confused
and disoriented, possibly even a loss of
consciousness.
To treat heat-related illness, first slow
down or stop moving, get to a cool, shaded
area or indoors, and take in fluids. Apply wet
clothes to the skin. However, if the victim
is vomiting or there are changes in the level
of consciousness, do not give them food or
drink, and immediately call 911.

SLUH Colloquialism of the Week

Wehnerade (n.): A mixed libation comprised of flavored powder and water, produced by
the tireless American Dream himself, Athletic Director Dick Wehner. When the heat is on
and the competition is tough, it’s probably time to ask yourself if it really is in you.

Schedule R
1818 Registration
Fresh. Mom’s Cookie Sale
Mix-It-Up Lunch
C-FB @ Parkway South 4:15pm
SOC @ CBC Tourney vs. CBC 7pm
Pizza Sticks, Grilled Steak and Cheese
Onions on French Bread
Schedule M
Mass of the Holy Spirit
Formal Attire/Pictures
College Reps-Sign up to attend:
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
12:45pm
Fresh. Fun Day
Alumni Reunion ’52 and ‘72
V FB vs. Althoff, 7pm
C-SOC @ Edwardsville 4:30pm
SW @ Marquette Relays

AYE-64

(from 10)
signs and banners throughout the neighborhood.
“It’s important that businesses and organizations are working together for creative
solutions,” said Advancement Associate
Ben DuMont, who added that the long term
goal for Forest Park South is to “create an
identity” for the community similar to those
of The Hill and the University City Loop.
“Hopefully, in ten years, if you mention
Forest Park South, people will know what
you’re talking about,” DuMont said.

Pax Christi comes to SLUH

A chapter of Pax Christi has replaced SLUH’s
Amnesty International chapter because of
certain decisions made by the latter organization regarding abortion. Pax Christi is
an organization dedicated to the principles
of Catholic Social Teaching and living the
Gospel. Its first event of the year is a global
warming fast on Thursday. Sept. 4. All students are invited to participate. Anyone with
questions may contact Ken Homan (J121),
Mr. Garavaglia, or the Pax Christi website,
www.paxchristiusa.org.

